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The overlapping crack model for uniaxial and

eccentric concrete compression tests

A. Carpinteri, M. Corrado, G. Mancini and M. Paggi

Politecnico di Torino

An analytical/numerical model, referred to as the overlapping crack model, is proposed in the present paper for the

analysis of the mechanical behaviour of concrete in compression. Starting from the experimental evidence of strain

localisation in uniaxial compression tests, the present model is based on a couple of constitutive laws for the

description of the compression behaviour of concrete: a stress–strain law until the achievement of the compression

strength and a stress–displacement relationship describing the post-peak softening behaviour. The displacement

would correspond to a fictitious interpenetration and therefore the concept of overlapping crack in compression is

analogous to the cohesive crack in tension. According to this approach, the slenderness and size-scale effects of

concrete specimens tested under uniaxial compression are interpreted from an analytical point of view. Then,

implementing the overlapping crack model into the finite element method, eccentric compression tests are numeri-

cally simulated and compared with experimental results. The influence of the size-scale, the specimen slenderness,

as well as the degree of load eccentricity, is discussed in detail, quantifying the effect of each parameter on the

ductility of concrete specimens.

Notation

b thickness of the specimen

h depth of the cross-section of the specimen

DP coefficient of influence for the applied force

{Dw}
T vector of the coefficients of influence for the

nodal displacements

e load eccentricity

E modulus of elasticity

Eci tangent modulus

Ec1 secant modulus from the origin to the peak

compression stress �c
{F} vector of nodal forces

Fc ultimate compression force

Fu ultimate tensile force

GC crushing energy of confined concrete

GC,0 crushing energy of unconfined concrete

GF fracture energy

{KP} vector of the coefficients of influence for the

applied force

[Kw] matrix of the coefficients of influence for the

nodal displacements

l length of the specimen

P applied force

scE brittleness number for plain concrete in

compression

{w} vector of nodal displacements

wc overlapping displacements

wc
cr critical overlapping displacement

wt opening displacements

wt
cr critical crack opening displacement

� specimen shortening

� strain

�c strain at maximum load of ��� constitutive

law

º slenderness of the specimen

W total rotation of the specimen

� stress

�c compression strength

Introduction

The compression behaviour of concrete, and in parti-

cular the ultimate strength and post-peak branch, have

a predominant role in the design of concrete and con-

crete-based structures. Structural design, in fact, is

usually conducted by comparing an action with a resis-

tance evaluated on the basis of the ultimate strength.

On the other hand, the post-peak behaviour is funda-

mental for a correct evaluation of the ductility, as, for
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example, for the evaluation of the ultimate axial defor-

mation of columns or the rotational capacity of

reinforced concrete (RC) beams. In this context, the

size-scale effects play an important role, because the

characteristic parameters of concrete are measured on

specimens at a laboratory scale, that are far from the

dimensions of a real structure. The problem of reduc-

tion of the compression strength by increasing the ele-

ment size – the so-called size-effect – has been

investigated in detail in the literature.1,2

The correct evaluation of the constitutive parameters

is also complicated by many other testing aspects. The

Round Robin programme carried out by the Reunion

Internationale des Laboratoires et Experts des Materi-

aiux, Systemes de Construction et Ouvrages (RILEM)

Technical Committee 148-SSC3 demonstrated that the

strength of concrete depends on the friction between

the concrete and loading platen, as well as the slender-

ness of the specimen.4 With decreasing slenderness, an

increase of specimen strength is measured when rigid

steel loading platens are used. However, when friction-

reducing measures are used, for example by inserting a

TeflonTM sheet between the steel loading platen and the

concrete specimen, the compression strength measured

on prisms or cylinders becomes almost independent of

the slenderness ratio, l/h.4,5 Moreover, the effect of

friction disappears when the specimen slenderness is

higher than 2.5. All the experiments of the aforemen-

tioned Round Robin programme revealed also that, in

the softening regime, ductility (in terms of stress and

strain) is a decreasing function of the slenderness.

Furthermore, a close observation of the stress plotted

against post-peak deformation curves showed that a

strong localisation of deformations occurs in the soft-

ening regime, independently of the loading system,

confirming the earlier results by van Mier.6 The phe-

nomenon of strain localisation in compression, evi-

denced in many other experimental programmes on

concrete and rock,7–11 suggests that, in the softening

regime, energy dissipation takes place over an internal

surface rather than within a volume, in close analogy

with the behaviour in tension. These two interconnected

phenomena may explain the size-scale effects on ducti-

lity. Owing to strain localisation, the post-peak branch

of the stress–strain curve is no longer a true material

property, but it becomes dependent on the specimen

size and slenderness. Based on these experimental evi-

dences, Hillerborg12 and Markeset13 proposed to model

failure of concrete in compression (crushing) by means

of strain localisation over a length proportional to the

depth of the compressed zone, or defined as a material

characteristic length.14 In this way, the ��� relation-

ship used to describe the softening regime make it

possible to address the issue of size effects, although

the length over which the localisation occurs becomes a

free parameter, usually defined by the best fitting of

experimental data.

Based on the evidence that the post-peak dissipated

energy referred to a unitary surface can be considered

as a material parameter7,10 and, consequently, that the

post-peak stress–displacement relationship is indepen-

dent of the specimen size,8,9 Carpinteri et al.15,16 and

Corrado17 have recently proposed modelling the pro-

cess of concrete crushing using an approach analogous

to the cohesive crack model,18–21 which is routinely

adopted for modelling the tensile behaviour of con-

crete. In tension, the localised displacement is repre-

sented by a crack opening, while in compression it

would be represented by an interpenetration. This new

approach, also based on the fracture mechanics con-

cepts, is referred to as the overlapping crack model15–17

and assumes a stress–displacement law as a material

parameter for the post-peak behaviour of concrete in

compression.

It is remarkable to note that, whereas the classic

problem of uniaxial compression has received great

attention from the scientific community, the state-of-

the-art literature shows that only a few experimental

studies have been proposed for the analysis of the

mechanical behaviour of concrete in eccentric compres-

sion, and the related problem of size-scale effects is

largely unsolved. The present paper introduces the

mathematical aspects of the overlapping crack model

for the description of concrete crushing in compression,

exploring the analogies between tensile and compres-

sion tests. A new numerical algorithm is then proposed,

based on the finite element method which is able to

describe the non-linear behaviour of eccentrically

loaded specimens in compression. This model is vali-

dated by means of a comparison between the numerical

predictions and the results of the experimental tests

carried out by Debernardi and Taliano.22 Finally, using

this model, the important issue of size-scale effects in

eccentric compression is addressed, showing the limit-

ations of the existing design formulae.

Overlapping crack model for the

description of concrete crushing

In structural design, the most frequently adopted

constitutive laws for concrete in compression describe

the material behaviour in terms of stress and strain

(elastic-perfectly plastic, parabolic-perfectly plastic,

Sargin’s parabola etc.). This approach, which implies

an energy dissipation within a volume, does not permit

the mechanical behaviour to be correctly described by

varying the structural size. On the contrary, size-scale

effects are attributable to strain localisation within one

or more transversal or inclined bands.2–6

The present formulation adopts the stress–displace-

ment relationship proposed by Carpinteri et al.15,16 be-

tween the compression stress and the interpenetration,

in close analogy with the cohesive model. The main

hypotheses are detailed below.
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(a) The constitutive law used for the undamaged mat-

erial is a linear-elastic stress–strain relationship

characterised by the values of the elastic modulus,

E, the compression strength, �c, and the ultimate

elastic strain, �c (see Figure 1(a)).

(b) The crushing zone develops when the maximum

compression stress reaches the concrete compres-

sion strength.

(c) The process zone is perpendicular to the principal

compression stress.

(d) The damaged material in the process zone is as-

sumed to be able to transfer a compression stress

between the overlapping surfaces. Such stresses are

assumed to be a decreasing function of the inter-

penetration, wc (see Figure 1(b)). The following

simple linear softening law can be used (see also

the pioneering Hillerborg model12), although more

complicated shapes could also be adopted

� ¼ �c 1� wc

wc
cr

� �
(1)

where wc is the interpenetration, wc
cr is the critical

value of the interpenetration corresponding to the con-

dition of � ¼ 0 and �c is the compression strength.

The crushing zone is then represented by a fictitious

overlapping, which is mathematically analogous to the

fictitious crack in tension. It is important to note that,

from the mathematical point of view, the overlapping

displacement is a global quantity, and therefore it

permits the structural behaviour to be characterised

without the need for modelling the actual failure me-

chanism of the specimen into the details, which may

vary from pure crushing to diagonal shear failure, to

splitting, depending on its size-scale and slenderness.5

The proposed model, based on a fictitious interpene-

tration, permits a true material constitutive law to be

obtained, independent of the structural size. This ap-

proach, in which the post-peak stress–displacement

relationship is considered as a material constitutive law,

is experimentally confirmed by van Vliet and van

Mier8 and by Jansen and Shah,9 who considered speci-

mens with different slenderness. Moreover, this as-

sumption is more general, as it can be extended to

specimens characterised by different sizes. To demon-

strate this, the uniaxial compression tests carried out by

Ferrara and Gobbi23 on plain concrete specimens are

considered. The slenderness varied from 0.5 to 2 and

the scale range was 1:2:4. The experimental non-di-

mensional stress against average strain curves are

shown in Figure 2(a), where S, M and L identify the

three considered dimensions. As expected, the elastic

σ

σc

εc ε

σ

σc

w c
cr wc

Gc

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Double constitutive law introduced by the

overlapping crack model for concrete in compression
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Figure 2. Uniaxial compression tests on specimens with

different dimension and slenderness.23 S, M and L denote,

respectively, small, medium and large specimens. (a) �–�
relationship; (b) �–w post-peak relationship
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behaviour is independent of any geometrical parameter,

the slope of the corresponding branch being equal to

the tangent elastic modulus of the material (Figure

2(a)). However, the post-peak behaviour is largely in-

fluenced by the slenderness and the scale of the speci-

men. As a consequence, the stress–strain relationship

cannot be assumed as a material property. The stress–

displacement curve for the softening regime can be

obtained by computing the post-peak localised interpe-

netration through subtracting the elastic expansion,

caused by the reduction of the applied stress in the

post-peak regime, to the total shortening of the speci-

men (see Figure 2(b)). As a result of such an operation,

the experimental stress–displacement curves related to

specimens with different size or slenderness collapse

onto a very narrow band, demonstrating that the ��w

relationship is able to provide a slenderness and size-

scale independent constitutive law of concrete in com-

pression.

It is worth noting that the crushing energy, GC,

defined as the area below the post-peak softening curve

of Figure 1(b), is now a true material parameter, since

it is not affected by the structural size. Dahl and

Brincker7 carried out a series of uniaxial compression

tests with the aim of measuring the dissipated energy

per unit cross-sectional area. They obtained values of

about 50 N/mm and claimed that this dissipated energy

becomes independent of the specimen size if the speci-

men is large enough. An empirical formulation for

calculating the crushing energy has recently been pro-

posed by Suzuki et al.,10 based on the results of uniax-

ial compression tests carried out on plain and

transversally reinforced concrete specimens. In the pre-

sent study, the crushing energy is computed according

to the aforementioned empirical equation, which con-

siders the confined concrete compression strength by

means of the stirrups yield strength and the stirrups

volumetric content10 (see Figure 3(a))

GC

�c

¼
GC,0

�c

þ 10 000
k2a pe

�2
c

(2a)

where �c is the average concrete compression strength,

ka is a parameter depending on the stirrups strength

and volumetric percentage and pe is the effective lateral

pressure. The crushing energy for unconfined concrete,

GC,0, can be calculated using the following expression

(see Figure 3(b))

GC,0 ¼ 80� 50kb (2b)

where the parameter kb depends on the concrete com-

pression strength.10

By varying the concrete compression strength from

20 to 90 MPa, Equation 2b gives a crushing energy

ranging from 30 to 58 N/mm (Figure 3(b)). It is worth

noting that GC,0 is between two and three orders of

magnitude higher than the tensile fracture energy,

GF, whereas the critical value for the overlapping

displacement, wc
cr � 1 mm, is one order of magnitude

higher than the critical opening displacement in tension

(see also the experimental results by Jansen and

Shah9). Finally, it is noted that, in the case of concrete

confinement, the crushing energy, computed using

Equation 2a, and the corresponding critical value for

crushing interpenetration, increase considerably (Figure

3(a)).

Uniaxial compression tests

According to the overlapping crack model, the mech-

anical behaviour of a plain concrete specimen subjected

to uniaxial compression can be described by three sim-

plified stages, analogously to the model proposed by

Carpinteri24 for concrete slabs in tension.

(a) The specimen behaves elastically without any da-

mage or localisation zones, Figure 4(b). The dis-

placement of the upper side is

� ¼ �l ¼ �
E
l for � < �c (3)

(b) After reaching the ultimate compression strength

�c, the deformation starts to localise in a crushing

band. The behaviour of this zone is described by
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Figure 3. (a) Crushing energy against stirrups confinement;

and (b) compression strength
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the softening law shown in Figure 1(b), whereas

the outside part of the specimen behaves elasti-

cally, Figure 4(c). The displacement of the upper

side can be computed as the sum of the elastic

deformation and the interpenetration displacement

wc

� ¼ �
E
l þ wc for wc < wc

cr (4)

Introducing the softening law of Equation 1 into Equa-

tion 4, a one-to-one correspondence is obtained be-

tween � and �

� ¼ �
E
l þ wc

cr 1� �
�c

� �
for wc < wc

cr (5)

While the crushing zone overlaps, the elastic zone

expands at progressively decreasing stresses. At this

stage, the loading process will be stable if it is displa-

cement-controlled, that is if the external displacement �
is imposed. However, this is only a necessary and not a

sufficient condition for stability.

(c) When � > wc
cr, concrete in the crushing zone is

completely damaged and it is unable to transfer

stresses, Figure 4(d). The compression stresses

vanish and the condition of complete interpenetra-

tion (stage 3) becomes

� ¼ 0 for � > wc
cr (6)

When wc
cr . �c l, the softening process is stable if it is

displacement-controlled, because the slope d�/d� at

stage 2 is negative (Figure 5(a)). When wc
cr ¼ �c l, this

elementary model predicts an infinite slope and a sud-

den drop in the load bearing capacity under displace-

ment control (Figure 5(b)). Finally, when wc
cr , �c l,

the slope d�/d� of the softening branch becomes posi-

tive (snap-back), and a negative jump occurs, as shown

in Figure 5(c).

Rearranging Equation 5

� ¼ wc
cr þ �

l

E
� wc

cr

�c

� �
(7)

The same conditions just obtained from a geometrical

point of view (Figure 5), may also be given by the

analytical derivation of Equation 7. Normal softening

occurs for d�/d� , 0, that is for

l

E
� wc

cr

�c

, 0 (8)

whereas catastrophical softening (snap-back) occurs for

d�/d� > 0

l

E
� wc

cr

�c

> 0 (9)

Equation 9 may be rearranged as follows

wc
cr=2b

� �
�c l=bð Þ <

1

2
(10)

where b is the specimen width.

The ratio (wc
cr/2b) is dimensionless and is a function

of the material properties and of the structural size

scE ¼ wc
cr

2b
¼ GC

�cb
(11)

where GC ¼ 1
2
�cw

c
cr is the crushing energy (Figure

1(b)). The energy brittleness number in compression,

scE, analogous to that proposed by Carpinteri in

198420,25 for cohesive crack propagation in tension,

describes the scale effects typical of fracture mech-

anics, that is the ductile–brittle transition when the

size-scale increases. Equation 10 may be rewritten in

the following form

scE
�cº

<
1

2
(12)

where º ¼ l/b is the specimen slenderness.

Therefore, when the size-scale and the specimen

slenderness are relatively large and the crushing energy

is relatively low, the global structural behaviour be-

comes brittle. The single values of parameters scE, �c
and º are not responsible for the global brittleness or

ductility of the structure considered, but only their

combination B ¼ scE=�cº. When B < 1
2
, the concrete

σ 0�

σc σ
σ 0�

w c
cr

w c
cr

l

w c 0� wc

l � εc l w� �ε c

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4. Subsequent stages in the deformation history of a specimen in compression

The overlapping crack model for uniaxial and eccentric concrete compression tests
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specimen of Figure 4 shows a mechanical behaviour

which can be defined as brittle or catastrophic. In this

case, a bifurcation of the global equilibrium occurs,

since, when point U in Figure 5(c) is reached, the

global unloading may occur along two alternative paths

when the external displacement is decreased: the elastic

UO or the virtual softening UC.

A more realistic simulation of concrete compression

tests can be performed by introducing more sophisti-

cated constitutive laws. In the following, in order to

take into account the non-linear behaviour of concrete

in the increasing branch, a well-known stress–strain

relationship provided by the model code 9026 is

adopted up to the achievement of the concrete com-

pression strength (see Figure 6(a))

�
�c

¼ Eci=Ec1ð Þ �=�cð Þ � �=�cð Þ2

1þ Eci=Ec1ð Þ � 2½ � �=�cð Þ (13)

where �c is the compression strength; � is the actual

value of the compression stress; � is the compression

strain; �c ¼ �0.0022 (�c1 in the original model code

notation); Eci is the tangent modulus; Ec1 is the secant

modulus from the origin to the peak compression

stress, �c. Moreover, the following stress–displacement

cubic relationship describing the softening regime is

introduced (see Figure 6(b)), which has been computed

by imposing � ¼ �c at wc ¼ 0, � ¼ 0 at wc ¼ wc
cr,

and horizontal tangents in the same points

�
�c

¼ 2
wc

wc
cr

þ 1

2

� �
1� wc

wc
cr

� �2

(14)

A comparison between the numerical predictions ob-

tained using Equations 13 and 14 and the experimental

results of uniaxial compression tests carried out by

Jansen and Shah9 on specimens characterised by differ-

ent slenderness and concrete strength are shown in

Figures 7 and 8. Both experimentally and numerically

it is possible to capture snap-back branches if a mono-

tonic increasing function of time is assumed as the

control parameter. Usually, the experimental tests are

carried out using a circumferential displacement control

(see Hudson et al.11 and Jansen et al.27). However, this

method is not suitable in the case of very slender speci-

men, as those shown in Figure 8, where the failure zone

does not always develop in the middle of the specimen.

For this reason, Jansen and Shah9 adopted an alterna-

tive method, which is a linear combination of force and

displacement, originally proposed by Okubo and

Nishimatsu.28 According to this method, a part of the

elastic deformation is subtracted from the total speci-

men deformation, leaving the inelastic deformation as a

stable feedback signal (for more details see Jansen and

Shah9). Note that a similar approach is adopted in the

proposed numerical procedure, where the overlapping

displacement is the control parameter used to determine

σ

σc
U

C

O δεcl w c
cr

σ

σc
U

C

O δ

(b)

σ

σc

U

C
O δεclw c

cr

(c)

(a)

εc
c
crl w�

Figure 5. Stress–displacement response: (a) normal

softening; (b) vertical drop; (c) catastrophic softening (snap

back)
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Figure 6. Improved constitutive laws for the overlapping

crack model
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�, according to Equation 1, and then �, according to

Equation 4.

The proposed numerical model, based on a more

sophisticated relationship with respect to the linear one,

exhibits a satisfactory prediction capability. In good

agreement with the experiments, the mechanical behav-

iour becomes more brittle, with the appearance of

snap-back instability by increasing the specimen slen-

derness and the concrete compression strength.

Eccentric compression tests

Description of the numerical algorithm

In this section, a simplified version of the numerical

algorithm developed by Carpinteri et al.16 describing

the mechanical behaviour of RC beams in bending is

presented in order to simulate the behaviour of plain

concrete specimens subjected to eccentric compression

by means of the overlapping crack model. In close

analogy with the behaviour of concrete specimens sub-

jected to uniaxial compression, all of the non-linear

contributions in the post-peak regime are localised

along the middle cross-section where interpenetration

takes place, while the two half-specimens exhibit an

elastic behaviour, as shown in Figure 9.

It is assumed that the stress distribution in the middle

cross-section is linear-elastic until the maximum com-

pression stress reaches the concrete compression

strength. When this threshold is reached, concrete

crushing is assumed to take place and a fictitious over-

lapping crack propagates towards the opposite vertical

side of the specimen. Outside the overlapping zone, the

material is assumed to behave linear-elastically. Ac-

cording to the overlapping crack model, the stresses in

the overlapping zone are assumed to be a function of

the amount of interpenetration and become equal to

0·0
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Figure 7. (a) Analytical and (b) experimental9 non-

dimensional stress against total shortening in the case of

normal strength concrete. �c denotes the stress at the peak

load
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Figure 8. (a) Analytical and (b) experimental9 non-

dimensional stress against total shortening in the case of high

strength concrete. �c denotes the stress at the peak load
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zero when the interpenetration is larger than the critical

value wc
cr, as shown in Figure 1(b). If the external force

is applied outside the central core of inertia, the materi-

al behaviour on the tensile side is described by means

of the well-known cohesive crack model.25

The middle cross-section of the specimen can be

subdivided into finite elements by n nodes (Figure

10(a)). In this scheme, overlapping or cohesive stresses

are replaced by equivalent nodal forces by integrating

the corresponding pressures or tractions over each ele-

ment size. Such nodal forces depend on the nodal

closing or opening displacements according to the over-

lapping or cohesive softening laws.

The vertical forces, F, acting along such a cross-

section can be computed as follows

Ff g ¼ Kw½ � wf g þ KPf gP (15)

where {F} is the vector of nodal forces, [Kw] is the

matrix of the coefficients of influence for the nodal

displacements, {w} is the vector of nodal displace-

ments, {KP} is the vector of the coefficients of influ-

ence for the applied force and P is the applied axial

force. The coefficients of influence [Kw] have the

physical dimension of a stiffness and are computed a

priori with a finite element analysis by applying a

unitary displacement to each of the nodes shown in

Figure 10(a). In the generic situation shown in Figure

10(b), the following equations can be considered, tak-

ing into account the linear overlapping softening law

(Equation 16a), the undamaged zone (Equation 16b)

and the linear cohesive softening law (Equation 16c)

Fi ¼ Fc 1� wc
i

wc
cr

� �
for i ¼ 1, . . ., ( p� 1) (16a)

wi ¼ 0 for i ¼ p, . . ., m (16b)

Fi ¼ Fu 1� wt
i

wt
cr

 !
for i ¼ (mþ 1), . . ., n (16c)

Equations 15 and 16 constitute a linear algebraic sys-

tem of (2n) equations in (2n+1) unknowns, namely

{F}, {w} and P. A possible additional equation can be

chosen: it is possible to set either the force in the

cohesive crack tip, m, equal to the ultimate tensile

force, or the force in the overlapping crack tip, p, equal

to the ultimate compression force. In the numerical

scheme, the situation which is closer to one of these

two possible critical conditions is chosen. This criterion

will ensure the uniqueness of the solution on the basis

of physical arguments. The driving parameter of the

process is the position of the crack tip that the consid-

ered step has reached in the limit resistance. Only this

tip is moved when passing to the next step.

In close analogy with contact mechanics, where the

area of contact is unknown a priori and has to be

determined using a non-linear numerical control

scheme, in the present work the extension of the over-

lapping zone in eccentric bending tests has to be deter-

mined iteratively for each value of the applied load.

However, a main difference with contact mechanics is

that the equilibrium solution to be found in the current

problem is governed by the stress-overlapping displace-

ment in Equation 1 instead of by the Signorini-Fichera

boundary conditions (see Wriggers29 and Paggi et

al.30).

Finally, at each step of the algorithm, it is possible to

calculate the specimen rotation, W, defined in Figure 9

as follows

W ¼ Dwf gT wf g þ DPP (17)

where {Dw} is the vector of the coefficients of influ-

ence for the nodal displacements, with physical dimen-

sions of [L]�1, and DP is the coefficient of influence

for the applied force with physical dimensions of [F]�1.

Comparison between model predictions and

experimental results

In this section, the comparison between the numer-

ical predictions and the experimental results of the test-

ing programme by Debernardi and Taliano22 on 15

plain concrete specimens subjected to eccentric com-

pression is carried out. The dimensions of the speci-

mens, shown in Figure 11(a), were kept constant,

whereas five different degrees of eccentricity were con-

sidered, varying between 0 and 48 mm. The mean value

of the compression strength, determined on ten cubes

with 6 cm sides, was equal to 56 N/mm2, with standard

deviation of 3.5 N/mm2. In order to reduce the influ-

ence of the boundary conditions due to friction between

the specimen and the loading platens, the deformations

were measured in the central part of the specimen,

which was further subdivided into three parts. The

positioning of the measuring instruments, shown in

Figure 11(b), with particular regard to the devices 3�8,

permits the deformations of three portions of the speci-

men to be evaluated, each one having a length of

112 mm. The most important aspects of the experi-

P
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Node 1 Node nFi

(b)

P

P

Node 1

Node n

Node m
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Figure 10. (a) Finite element nodes along the middle cross-

section; (b) force distribution with cohesive crack in tension

and overlapping crack in compression
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ments were the correct positioning of the specimen and

the application of the load at a predetermined level of

eccentricity. Both extremities of the specimen were

confined by means of special stirrups to prevent the

opening of longitudinal cracks. The servo-hydraulic

testing machine operated in strain-controlled conditions

by applying a load such that the deformation in the

most compressed fibres, measured by means of the

DD1 gauge, increased at a constant rate up to failure.

By this procedure, the softening stage until failure can

be followed after the achievement of the peak load.

As a result of the experiments, the applied load and

the deformation, ˜l, recorded by the several extens-

ometers related to the length l, were acquired. The

rotations of each part of the specimen can be computed

as

Wi ¼
˜lleft � ˜lrightð Þ

h
(18)

where h is the distance between two measuring bases

opposite to each other.

Hence, the total rotation of the analysed specimens,

with a length equal to 336 mm, is given by the sum of

the rotations of the three portions. It is worth noting

that, by subdividing the total length of the specimen

into three parts, a localisation of deformations in the

central part has been put into evidence.

The length of the specimens assumed for the simula-

tions is equal to l ¼ 336 mm, as the length of the speci-

men supplied with the measuring devices in the testing

programme (see Figures 10 and 11). In the numerical

scheme, the middle cross-section of the concrete speci-

men is discretised into 100 finite elements and the

coefficients of influence entering Equation 15 are pre-

liminarily determined using the finite element method.

The experimental tests are also simulated by means

of the stress–strain relationships provided by the model

code 9026 for modelling concrete in compression. In

particular, Equation 13 is adopted to describe the whole

increasing branch of the stress–strain diagram and the

first part of the descending branch for values of |�|�c

> 0.5, or, equivalently for |�| < �c,lim. For |�| . �c,lim,
the descending branch of the ��� diagram has to be

described by the following equation

� ¼ 1

�c,lim=�c
�� 2

�c,lim=�c
� �2

 !
�
�c

� �2
2
4

þ 4

�c,lim=�c
� �

� �
�
�c

�1
�
�c

(19)

with

� ¼

4½ �c,lim=�c
� �2

Eci=Ec1ð Þ � 2½ �
þ 2 �c,lim=�c

� �
� Eci=Ec1ð Þ

�
�c,lim=�c
� �

Eci=Ec1ð Þ � 2½ � þ 1
� �2 (20)

The values of Eci, Ec1 and �c,lim are given in Table

2.1.7. of the model code 9026 for different values of

concrete compression strength.

In the application of Equations 13, 19 and 20, it was

assumed that all the cross-sections have the same be-

haviour, and that the total rotation is given by multi-

plying the curvature of one of these sections for the

specimen height.

The numerical results are compared with the experi-

mental ones in the P�W diagrams for different eccentri-

cities (see Figure 12). First, it is worth noting that,

except the case of e ¼ 12 mm, a perfect agreement is

obtained between the numerically predicted and the

experimentally evaluated softening branches, confirm-

ing the good prediction capability of the proposed mod-

el, in spite of the simple linear softening relationship

adopted. Moreover, the numerical model captures the

experimentally observed decrement of the maximum

applied load due to the contemporaneous presence of

bending moment and axial force. The discrepancy be-

tween the numerical and the experimental curves in the
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increasing branch suggests that a more complex consti-

tutive law, with a non-linear contribution, should be

considered instead of the linear-elastic one, in order to

improve the description of the real behaviour. Finally, a

general good agreement is evidenced between the

curves obtained by the application of the constitutive

law provided by model code 90 (dashed lines in Figure

12) and the experimental results. This agreement is

probably owing to a coincidence, because, as shown in

the next section, the real behaviour of the specimens is

scale-dependent, whereas model code 90 predictions

completely disregard the size-scale effects.

Size-scale and slenderness effects in eccentric

compression tests

In this section, a study of the size-scale and slender-

ness effects on the behaviour of concrete prisms sub-

jected to eccentric compression is presented. To this

aim, three different structural sizes, characterised by

cross-section dimensions, b 3 h, equal to 50 3 75,

100 3 150, 200 3 300 mm, and three different slender-

nesses, º ¼ 1.0, 2.2, 4.0, are considered. Besides, the

following four values of eccentricity are explored: e ¼
0.08h, e ¼ 0.16h, e ¼ 0.24h, e ¼ 0.32h. Unfortunately,

it is impossible to carry out a direct numerical against

experimental comparison owing to the lack of experi-

mental data in the literature.

The size-scale effects, for different slendernesses and

for an eccentricity equal to 0.16h, are shown in the

non-dimensional applied load versus total rotation

curves of Figure 13. It is worth noting that, indepen-

dently of the prism slenderness, the post-peak mechani-

cal behaviour is size-scale dependent. In particular, the

softening regime exhibits a ductile-to-brittle transition

by increasing the specimen size for a constant slender-

ness. Furthermore, the value of the maximum applied

load results to be a slightly decreasing function of the

structural size. As mentioned before, from Figure 13 it

is deduced that the constitutive law provided by model

code 90, which assumes an energy dissipation within a

volume, does not capture the size-scale effects. It is

interesting to note that, in the case of º ¼ 1.0, model

code 90 curve is very close to the behaviour of the

smallest specimen (Figure 13(a)). In the case of

º ¼ 2.2, it agrees with the response of the intermediate

specimen (Figure 13(b)), whereas for º ¼ 4.0 it is close

to that of the largest one (Figure 13(c)).

The effect of slenderness is investigated in the non-

dimensional load against total rotation diagram of Fig-

ure 14 for a given specimen size (cross-section equal to

100 3 150 mm) and a given eccentricity (e ¼ 0.08h).
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As expected, the stiffness of the elastic branch is a

decreasing function of the slenderness, since it is pro-

portional to the specimen height. Correspondingly, little

increment of the softening slope is evidenced.

The effect of the load eccentricity is shown in Figure

15 for º ¼ 2.2 and cross-section dimensions equal to

100 3 150 mm. The increment in the eccentricity, e,

produces a reduction in the stiffness of the elastic

branch, owing to the increase in the bending moment.

At the same time, the mechanical behaviour becomes

undoubtedly more ductile. This result puts into evi-

dence the important contribution on ductility of the

post-peak regime of concrete in compression in the

case of high strain gradient, as, for example, in a

reinforced concrete column subjected to an eccentric

axial force.

Finally, the non-dimensional load against total rota-

tion curves for different values of the brittleness num-

ber in compression, scE, defined by Equation 11, are

shown in Figure 16. The values of the slenderness and

the eccentricity are, respectively, equal to 4 and 0.08h.

Specimens characterised by the same value of scE exhi-

bit the same mechanical behaviour. A ductile-to-brittle

transition is observed by decreasing the brittleness

number from 0.0686 to 0.0006. This transition can be

obtained either by increasing the specimen dimension,

b, or by increasing the compression strength, �c, or by
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decreasing the crushing energy, GC. In the case of large

structural dimensions and very low crushing energy, a

catastrophic failure (snap-back) is obtained, as clearly

evidenced by curve A in Figure 16.

Conclusion

In the present paper, a theoretical model and a nu-

merical algorithm have been proposed for the analysis

of the mechanical behaviour of concrete specimens

subjected to uniaxial or eccentric compression tests.

The concept of overlapping crack in compression,

which is analogous to the cohesive crack in tension,

makes it possible synthetically to characterise the

mechanical response of quasi-brittle materials in com-

pression without simulating each specific failure mode.

In fact, when the slenderness decreases, a transition

from splitting to crushing collapse takes place in rea-

lity. A similar transition can occur by varying the size-

scale of the element. In spite of this, the use of a global

quantity, represented by the overlapping crack displace-

ment, has the advantage that it defines a true size- and

slenderness-independent constitutive law. The good

agreement between the analytical predictions and the

experimental results in the case of uniaxial compression

tests demonstrates the reliability of the proposed ap-

proach (see Figures 7 and 8).

Moreover, from the dimensional analysis point of

view, it is remarkable to note that neither the individual

values of the crushing energy, the compression strength

nor the specimen size are responsible for the ductile-to-

brittle transition in the mechanical response, but rather

only their function scE, which defines an energy brittle-

ness number in compression analogous to that proposed

in tension by Carpinteri in 1984.20

As far as the numerical simulations of eccentric

compression tests are concerned, the use of the exten-

sion of the fictitious crushing zone and the length of

the tensile crack as the driving parameters is highly

effective, as it follows the descending branch of the

load-rotation diagram with either negative or positive

slope (see Figure 16). From the structural point of view,

is has been shown that the peak load is a decreasing

function of the load eccentricity (see Figure 15). More

importantly, the structural ductility, evaluated as the

area below the load against total rotation diagram, turns

out to be a decreasing function of the specimen size,

for given values of slenderness and load eccentricity

(see Figure 13). This sheds a new light on the size-

scale effects in eccentric compression tests, which are

completely disregarded by the design formula proposed

by model code 90.
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